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ZVS Rent A Car

HOMEPAGE

Enjoy the beauty of Cyprus with luxury and style in a
top quality deluxe car

Only from ZVS Rent A Car
Luxury Car Rentals in Cyprus
ZVS Rent A Car is the leading car hire specialist for Cyprus. We are known for providing premium high-end cars
to those who wish to experience the greatest luxury and convenience in Cyprus. ZVS Rent A Car gives you the
freedom to explore the real beauty of our breathtaking island at your own leisure. With our wide range of
state of the art, late model deluxe cars, you have the luxury to choose the perfect ride for cruising down the
roads of gorgeous Cyprus.
Arrive in style with a premium car to your destinations and stay relaxed on the roads thanks to our highly
maintained, fully-fueled fleet. You won’t find better quality cars or rental services anywhere else in Cyprus!

The Only Way to Experience Cyprus is by Car
Cyprus is a beautiful island in the Mediterranean, famous for being home to some of the most beautiful sights
on Earth. Any traveler coming to this wonderful country is promised one of the most exciting and memorable
trips of their life thanks to our breathtaking sceneries and rich cultural heritage.
If you’re coming to Cyprus for a visit, you will find transport from place to place quite tedious without a car onhand. This is why almost all tourists choose to use car rental services, so they can enjoy complete freedom to
explore our beautiful island at a very reasonable cost.
There is no better way to see the outstanding landscapes and sceneries of island of Cyprus than by using a
rental car.
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Premium Rides with a Luxury Touch
At most car rentals, the fleet of available cars usually looks used, worn out, dusty – and well, quite
unimpressive! At ZVS Rent A Car, we are passionate about not only providing cars, but providing you with a
luxurious experience to make your Cyprus trip even better.
We pride ourselves on our fleet of top of the line, modern luxury vehicles including models from Mercedes,
BMW, Lexus and many other luxury automakers. Feel like a celebrity as you whizz down the roads of stunning
Cyprus in a gleaming, top quality deluxe car that makes heads turn. Enjoy a trouble-free ride as all our cars
drive and feel as good as new.
Scroll through our online inventory and find the ideal premium car for your vacation. You may just find your
dream car in our collection! You are guaranteed the best service and the finest cars on the island, only when
you choose ZVS Rent A Car.

Let Your Car Come to You.
At ZVS Rent A Car, we believe that the customer is king. Once you choose your car from our online fleet, your
work stops there. Your gleaming deluxe ride will be brought to your destination to make sure you have a
luxurious experience from start to finish.
When you arrive at the Larnaca or Paphos International Airports, one of ZVS Rent A Car’s professional
representatives will be waiting to hand over to you your selected deluxe car. Within minutes, you’ll be out on
the open road feeling the comfort and convenience of home in stunning Cyprus. You can also request that
your rental car be dropped off to your hotel or any other accommodation.
Are you looking to rent a car in Limassol? We offer FREE delivery of your selected premium car to any
destination in the Limassol area!

Rest Easy With A Full Tank.
ZVS Rent A Car offers the best fuel policy on our car rentals. Here, all our customers will get the most friendly
fuel policy which will help you save money and avoid any confusions. With our “Full to Full” Fuel Policy, we
provide you high-end rental cars with a tank that’s full to the brim. So long as you return us the car with a full
tank at the end of your trip, there will be NO fuel fees charged!
Drive the car as your own and fill it as per your convenience. We do not charge exorbitant fees on fuel for our
cars – we make sure that our customers enjoy the most luxurious experience at the lowest costs!
Save money on fuel and drive as much as your heart desires only when you rent a car in Cyprus from ZVS Rent
A Car.

No Drop Off? No Problem.
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When your trip is drawing to an end, there’s no need to worry about dropping off your rental car. We don’t
want you to go out of your way to drive the car to our location before heading on to the airport.
You can simply drive the car to the Larnaca or Paphos airport, where one of our representatives will collect
your hired car. You will get to save yourself valuable time and avoid any pick-and-drop hassles.
With a top quality car in your possession for every moment in Cyprus, you can make the most of your trip
without worrying about transport and safety issues. Travel safe and travel in style because ZVS Rent A Car is by
your side.

Your Car, Your Choice
We at ZVS Rent A Car leave it all up to our customers. You can have your choice of car from our grand fleet of
top of the line autos ready for your use! Browse through our fleet and learn about the car specifications, view
their pictures in HD, and decide for yourself which of these beauties you would like to accompany you for your
vacation!
Take your hired car to every corner and every quaint region of the island at your leisure. ZVS Rent A Car is only
here to facilitate your journey and keep any transport issues at bay. We never limit your travels – you are free
to explore the island in your dream car just as you please.

Get What You Pay For
ZVS Rent A Car promises the exact same make and model which you choose at the time of booking. You will
always get the car which you paid for, and the quality will always exceed your expectations. When you choose
a car to rent online from ZVS Rent A Car’s luxury fleet, you can rest assured that it will be the exact same car
that awaits you in Cyprus. We ensure that our customers can put their trust in us.
If, in case of an accident or breakdown we are unable to provide you with the exact same model which you
booked, ZVS Rent A Car guarantees an automatic upgrade to an even more premium luxury car to satisfy our
valued customers. Either way, you will enjoy your Cyprus trip in the lap of luxury!

Top 5 Reasons to Rent a Car in Cyprus
The best family vacations are the ones where maximum time is spent enjoying the surroundings and activities,
and minimum time is spent worrying about the hassles of travel and transport from one place to another.
When you arrive in Cyprus for vacation, you can expect a lot of travel in your itinerary. Cyprus is a small island
which is packed full of countless activities and things to do. All the cities and villages in Cyprus are closely
located to one another, only a few hours’ drive away. This is why the best option – the only option – for
traveling in Cyprus without any stress is to rent a car for your family.
Whenever any vacationer arrives in Cyprus, the first thing they do is rent a car. ZVS Rent A Car caters to
families on vacation every day who want to enjoy their holiday in Cyprus without worrying about how to get
from one location to another.
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Travellers who want to spend their Cyprus vacations in the ultimate luxury and comfort always choose ZVS
Rent A Car because of our famous fleet of luxury vehicles, all available for rent for affordable prices.
Still not convinced? Here are 5 main advantages of renting a car in Cyprus that will prove that the only way to
explore Cyprus is to rent a car from ZVS Rent A Car!

1. Happy Travellers Lead to a Happy Trip
Imagine traveling from one city of Cyprus to another in public transport, with grumpy cranky children! Public
transport is often crowded and cramped, resulting in uncomfortable journeys that can spoil your mood even
in beautiful Cyprus. Plus, public transport runs on its own schedule, which means you would have to wait
around for the bus, or even miss it if you get late.
Even taxis can be a hassle as you have to rely on them to arrive on time. Plus, no taxi can ever match the
comfort and luxury of ZVS Rent A Car’s luxury fleet. All these inconveniences are bound to upset at least a few
of the members in your family, and spoilt moods can spoil a vacation easily. Instead of enduring these public
transport problems, why not rent a car in Cyprus as soon as you land at Larnaca airport?
ZVS Rent A Car can provide you with 5 star luxury vehicles that you can treat as your own from the moment
you step foot in the airport to the moment you bid Cyprus goodbye. Keep your family comfortable, happy and
stress-free so you can all focus on the important part – enjoying the trip! When you rent a car for your Cyprus
vacation, you can rest assured that every moment in Cyprus will be a joy for everyone.

2. Double the Luxury, Double the Leisure!
Rent a car to travel across Cyprus from ZVS Rent A Car, and your vacation will be more luxurious than you ever
imagined. Our high-scale fleet of cars provides vacationers in Cyprus a unique opportunity to experience
maximum luxury even while they are out on the roads.
ZVS Rent A Car has an extensive collection of luxury cars such as Mercedes, BMW, Lexus and many more. All
our cars are late-models with extremely high maintenance and high quality interiors and exteriors. They are
equipped with all the latest features and technology you need for an ultra-modern, sophisticated travel
experience. Comfort and luxury will be with you every step of the way in Cyprus if you rent a car from us. So
why not double your enjoyment and experience the luxury you dreamed of by renting a car in Cyprus?

3. Add to the Fun Factor
Did you ever imagine that you can even enjoy those moments of your vacation that are spent in transit?
Instead of waiting to reach from one destination to another in Cyprus to have fun, why not have fun even
while you are on the road? When you rent a car for your Cyprus vacation from ZVS Rent A Car, not a single
moment of your holiday will be spent without fun.
ZVS Rent A Car always makes sure that our clients have the best experience in our rental cars. We install the
latest infotainment and connectivity systems in our luxury cars so that your family can enjoy a number of
different entertainments and activities while you drive across the roads of stunning Cyprus.
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Watch movies on high quality screens or listen to clear and loud music from state of the art stereo systems.
Browse the web and stay connected to family back home with FREE WiFi hotspot connectivity which we offer
in every car!
Rent one of our luxury cars for your vacation in Cyprus and you are guaranteed fun and entertainment which
will exceed all your expectations!

4. Keep Your Luggage With You
When you rent a car in Cyprus from ZVS Rent A Car, you find it waiting for you at the Larnaca Airport as soon
as your flight lands. From that moment, until the final moment before your flight back home, ZVS Rent A Car’s
luxury rental car will be with you to accommodate all your travel needs.
We exclusively choose those luxury cars in our fleet which are designed with ample space to carry luggage in
the trunk compartment. Rather than leaving your valuable luggage behind at the hotel while you travel from
one city of Cyprus to another, keep all your belongings with you and access them whenever you want
throughout your stay. Go from Larnaca to Limassol to Paphos and all the other cities with your luggage safely
with you.
This means that you can carry as much of your luggage as you wish, and not have to go without extra clothes
and shoes. No matter what you may need, you can always retrieve it at a moment’s notice from the trunk of
your rental car. Keep the car as your own while you are staying in Cyprus and enjoy vacation convenience like
never before!

5. Save Money while you upgrade to First Class!
Even though public transportation is such a worrisome hassle, it is still rather expensive when you take
separate trips from one place to another. Instead of spending so much money for such an uncomfortable and
inconvenient facility, why not save money and enjoy luxury at the same time?
ZVS Rent A Car lets you rent a premium luxury car of your choice for as long as you desire. You can enjoy your
entire Cyprus vacation in the lap of luxury at the most reasonable travel costs. We even give our clients special
offers to make their rental purchase even more affordable, while adding to the comfort and convenience of
their travels.
Instead of hiring a taxi or traveling around Cyprus in a public bus, you can have a 5 star experience even on the
roads of Cyprus as you go from one adventure to another. Your children can comfortably rest and sleep during
the long drives, while you can sit back and relax knowing that you got the maximum value for money during
your Cyprus vacation, only from ZVS Rent A Car.
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ABOUT US
ZVS Rent A Car is a rapidly developing car rental services company with a vision to soon become the most
reliable car hire specialists on the island of Cyprus. We offer the most impressive fleet of top quality premium
cars for rent, with all the necessary facilities and services you need for a trouble-free luxurious trip.
We are committed to providing maximum convenience and facilitation to our customers as they embark on
their tropical vacation getaway in Cyprus. By combining unwavering quality and high-end services, our goal is
to ensure that you find the comforts of home on the roads of Cyprus, mixed with the thrill of indulgence and
luxury.
For anyone wishing to rent a car in Limassol, Larnaca, Ayia Napa, Paphos, Protaras, or any other location in
Cyprus, ZVS Rent A Car is your one stop solution. Stylish and fashionable cars await to take you to all the
different stunning spots of Cyprus at unmatched rates. We are dedicated to serving our clientele with
distinction and flair.
ZVS Rent A Car’s Head Office is located in _________, Cyprus, but you can book a car from anywhere through
our user-friendly online booking system. Our website lets you choose and book your car for the duration of
your stay in real-time, with the option to ask for quotes beforehand.
Here are just a few reasons why ZVS Rent A Car is the best place to find a car to hire for Cyprus:

Highest Quality Fleet of Luxury Cars to Choose from including
Mercedes, BMW and Lexus
Well-Maintained, Good as New Cars that Drive like A Dream
Cars Delivered to Your Desired Destination - Hotel, Airport or
Anywhere Else
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Cars Delivered with a Full Fuel Tank, and No Fuel Fees Charged if
you return it the Same Way
FREE Delivery of Car to Any Location in the Larnaca Region

Get the Car You Paid For, Or Get an Automatic Upgrade

Top Quality Car Rental Services You Can Rely On with 24/7/365
Customer Support
Most Reasonable Car Rental Rates and Most Secure and Easy
Payment System
NO extra charges, NO hidden fees and NO internet traps
Pick up of Car from the Airport or any other Specified Location at
the End of your Trip
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ABOUT CYPRUS
Located in the Eastern Mediterranean, Cyprus is a lush island known for receiving more than 2 million
travelers every year, making it one of the most coveted tourist destinations in the world.
As the third-largest and third-most populated island of the Mediterranean, the Republic of Cyprus is home to
approximately 1.25 million residents of Greek and Turkish origin. Strolling through the markets and streets of
Cyprus, you will hear Greek and Turkish languages in the air. However, most of the locals understand English
as well, and their warm friendly and welcoming natures make visitors feel right at home.
Anyone visiting Cyprus for the first time can expect sun-kissed beaches laced by the brightest blue ocean,
crystal clear waters perfect for an idle swim, enchanting roads wrapped around mountains and cliffs, and
sunsets to die for. Apart from the breathtaking scenery which Cyprus has to offer, you will also find a
scrumptious, unique and delectable cuisine, as well as the fascinating rich cultural heritage of the country
which is preserved with pride.
The currency largely in use in Cyprus is the Euro, as Cyprus is a member of the European Union (EU). The
country boasts of an advanced, high-income economy and a remarkably high Human Development Index
(HDI).
Visitors who return from Cyprus do so with fond memories, and a lasting high due to the thrills, adventures
and joys they experience on this island. As a first-time traveler to Cyprus, there are some unmissable
destinations which you must make sure to visit for a true Cyprus experience:

Nissi Beach
Found in the city of Ayia Napa, the Nissi Beach is a true paradise destination that visitors can enjoy at any time
of the year.
Imagine the most gloriously perfect beach with the finest white-sand and turquoise blue clear waters – that is
an accurate portrayal of Nissi Beach. Situated on a bay, this glamorous location is nestled between wide, lush
gardens full of vibrant, exotic Mediterranean flowers and plans. The region is also a natural sanctuary for
many tropical birds, which add to the aesthetic beauty of the area.
For a magical and memorable day, head down to Nissi Beach where you will find the most luxurious
accommodations, the friendliest locals, and the utmost leisure and relaxation a beach has to offer!

Konnos Bay
Konnos Bay has a beautiful secluded beach, located in Ayia Napa, Cyprus. If you like to swim at the beach,
Konnos Bay is the ultimate destination for you, where you can wade in the cool translucent waters with hardly
any waves.
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Regarded as one of the most scenic locations of Cyprus, Konnos Bay is a 200-metre stretch of pure heaven,
where you can indulge in a variety of watersports or bask in the golden sun and sands. The warm sands of the
beach are at the foothills of the bay, where the beach offers simply magnificent views and glorious sunny
skies.
The beach is also very convenient, with quite a lot of accommodation facilities and a straight route for cars.
You will find a number of eateries and convenience stores in the area to satisfy your hunger as well.

Aphrodite’s Birthplace (Petra tou Romiou)
Nestled along the exquisite coastline on the southwest coast of Paphos, Cyprus, Petra tou Romiou is a most
fascinating geological formation of gigantic boulders.
Myths and legends say that Aphrodite, the Ancient Greek Goddess of Love and Beauty, was born at this
location out of sea foam. According to legend, she rose from amid the waves and was brought to this very
Cyprus beach upon a shell.
In certain weather conditions, the ocean’s waves at Petra tou Romiou rise to great heights before abruptly
crashing into one another to create a column of water which eventually collapses into a pillar of foam. This
glorious sight often vaguely resembles the form of an ephemeral humanoid – said to be a glimmer of
Aphrodite.

Coral Bay
The Coral Bay is the perfect beach to visit with family. With its corn-flake colored sands contrasted with
cornflower blue waters, it is truly a visionary masterpiece. The crystal clear and peaceful waters are only at
knee-deep depths for a good distance away from the beach, making it perfect for children who love swimming
and playing at the beach.
The beach at the Coral Bay is always alive with a rush of activity. The area has a dedicated watersports center
which can provide you the gear you need to go water-skiing, windsurfing and much more. There are also many
nearby locations which you can reach by boat if a thrilling deep dive is what you’re craving.
With a variety of cocktail bars and restaurants dotting the shoreline’s Coral Bay Avenue, you will need for
nothing while you are at Coral Bay. You can even find a minigolf course and play park at walking distance,
while a zoo and waterpark are a mere half-hour drive away.

Kykkos Monastery
The Monastery of Kykkos is the richest and most extravagantly made abbey of Cyprus, and is located in the
most scenic location atop a mountain peak in the Marathasa Valley mountain range.
The monastery is supremely decorated to decadent lengths, making it a sight for sore eyes. With enormous
colorful murals on each wall, luminously polished marble floors, and intricately beautiful frescoes, you will not
be able to pull your eyes away.
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One of the most notable assets of the Kykkos Monastery is an icon of the Virgin Mary, gilded in silver and
enshrined in a lavish tortoiseshell and mother-of-pearl case. In the monastery grounds, you’ll also find the
tomb of Archbishop Makarios III, the first President of the Republic of Cyprus, as well as the monastery
museum.

Mount Olympus, Troodos
Mount Olympus is the highest point of the island of Cyprus, and also one of its most spectacular and peaceful
locations. Also known as the Troodos Mountains, the location is merely an hour’s drive from both Limassol
and Nicosia, the nation’s capital.
Mount Olympus is steeped in history, both cultural, as well as mythical. With a peak that reaches the height of
6400 feet, it is a vision to behold and a highly recommended spot. The Troodos Mountains span most of the
island’s west side, and the location also includes a number of popular mountain villages and resorts.
Depending on what time of the year you visit, you can also enjoy the Troodos Ski Resort where you are
guaranteed endless fun in the snow.

Tombs of the Kings
The Tombs of the Kings is a UNESCO World Heritage Site that comprises of a number of well-preserved
underground chambers and tombs. These were used during the Hellenistic and Roman periods, and although
they were not used by royalty, they earned this name due to their grand appearance.
Located just a few miles’ drive from Kato Paphos, the Tombs of the Kings are the most famous archaeological
site in Cyprus, and are unique for being heavily reminiscent of ancient Egyptian beliefs which claim that tombs
for the deceased should look like houses for the living.
All in all, there are seven excavated tombs across a large area. One of the tombs opens into a grand atrium
surrounded by columns, while others have niches built inside the walls to store bodies. The treasures of the
tomb were long stolen away by grave robbers. This hauntingly unforgettable sight is not to be missed on your
Cyprus retreat.

Kato Paphos Archaeological Park
The Kato Paphos Archaeological Park is another World Heritage Site that holds invaluable treasures in the
form of monuments, ranging from the prehistoric era to the Middle Ages. It is also home to one of the finest
collection of mosaics in the Eastern Mediterranean region.
Once inside the Park, you will be met with a world of uniquely interesting wonders, including Roman villa
remnants and fortresses with colorful stone floors that depict stories of ancient Greek mythology. As you stroll
among the sand dunes, ruins and arid lands, you will come across world-famous monuments, including the
Saranta Kolones (remnants of a Byzantine castle), and Ancient Odeon (a 2nd century theatre made of
limestone blocks).
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Omodos Village
The quaint little village of Omodos can be found in the Limassol district at an altitude of 800 metres, as it rests
amid the Troodos mountain range in the stunning region of Krassohoria. As one of the most charming and
traditionally wealthy villages of the island, tourists are highly recommended to pay it a visit for a most soulfully
fulfilling experience.
The Omodos village is also famous for producing its delicious wine by the name of Zivania spirit. The region’s
other popular features are its unique “arkatena” bread and handmade narrow-knit lacing. The climate, soil
and location of Omodos make it the ideal site for agro-tourism enthusiasts.
Although Omodos is a tiny village, it is jam-packed with activities and sights. With the darling cobbled stones
beckoning you towards old stone-build houses and local wineries, you’ll feel as though you’re in a fantasy
land. Visit their medieval wine press, the National Liberation Struggle museum, and the Icon Museum.

Lefkara Village
In the Larnaca region, you will find Lefkara, a mountainous village split between Pano Lefkara and Kato Lefkara
representing its higher and lower ends. The Lefkara village is known around the world by its beautiful
traditional lace embroidery and filigree silver handicrafts.
Lefkara village is located at the foot of the Troodos Mountains, at a height of about 650 metres. Visitors can
learn about the crafts that Lefkara prides itself upon, by visiting the Lefkara Handicraft Centre and the
Museum of Traditional Embroidery and Silversmithing, or by attending a number of available workshops.
Lefkara is a most picturesque village, comprising of old terracotta-roofed houses and narrow winding cobbled
paths. Visitors are encouraged to pay a visit to the old fountain, the old olive mill, and the Folklore museum.
Lefkara is also home to some beautiful ancient chapels.
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SPECIAL OFFERS
When we claim that ZVS Rent A Car is the best car rental service in Cyprus, we mean it. We offer our valued
customers a whole range of special offers which can’t be found anywhere else. We have designed all our car
rental services and plans to ensure customer convenience and enjoyment above all else.
Rent a car in Cyprus from us, and you can enjoy these special benefits:

Pay 6 use 7 days
Out in Cyprus for a week or three? Pay car rent for only six days and use the car on the seventh day for
absolutely free. Even though our rental rates are some of the lowest you can find, we always go one step
further to make our clients happy!

Book 14 days to Get Super Insurance
We insure all our cars in case of collision, to protect our customers from excessive payments. The longer you
rent our cars for, the more security you are offered on the road. Book a car from our fleet for 2 weeks or
more, and you get your rental car Super Insured for free! ZVS Rent A Car’s Super Insurance reduces your
deductible by up to EUR 1600 (depending on your rental car of choice). For more information, please see our
Terms and Conditions.

Free Baby Seats
We always provide family friendly services and look out for your toddlers by ensuring to provide baby seats for
every car, completely free of cost. With ZVS Rent A Car, you are always guaranteed safety and security in your
transport facilities.

Free GPS
Driving in a car from ZVS Rent A Car, you’ll have no fear of getting lost. For the utmost convenience of our outof-town visitors, we have fitted our range of deluxe cars with the latest top quality GPS systems to provide indepth directions and information regarding the sights and streets of Cyprus. Get lost in the beauty of Cyprus at
your leisure, because our cars know how to guide you back.

Free Second Driver
Unlike other rent-a-car companies, ZVS Rent A Car does not charge you for every driver who will drive the car.
One driver who has to drive the car for the entire journey is bound to get exhausted and need a break. So if
another passenger in the car wants to take over the drive for a while, there are no additional charges. The
renter can allow additional drivers to drive the car in Cyprus for no extra costs!
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Free Larnaca Airport delivery/return
Larnaca, a port city on Cyprus’s south coast, is perhaps the most popular destination of the country. Larnaca is
home to the world-famous Finikoudes Beach and its palm-lined boulevard, the Mackenzie Beach and its
waterfront of buzzing bars, and many more exciting sights. Larnaca also has the Larnaca International Airport,
which is where most tourists disembark to begin their Cyprus adventure.
This is why, ZVS Rent A Car has provided a special offer for the city of Larnaca, where we provide airport
delivery and return absolutely free of charge! Save money while you enjoy a glamorous car which will be with
you from the moment you arrive at Cyprus till the moment you bid it goodbye.

Free Tickets to a Football Match
ZVS Rent A Car always knows how to make customers happy. Rent a car from us, and you’ll automatically win
free tickets to a football match going on within the duration of your stay! Cypriots love football – after all it is
our national sport. Sports fans and football lovers will have a blast at one of our famous international football
matches with great seats, great people, and great weather.

Free Internet
Out in a foreign country, there’s countless things you will need to use the internet on your phone for –
browsing locations and restaurants from your car, Skyping and chatting with family and friends, and enjoying
online streaming of music and entertainment on long drives.
ZVS Rent A Car therefore provides mobile Wi-Fi hotspots inside every one of our cars so you can easily connect
your smartphone, laptop, tablet or any other device throughout your car journeys without any roaming
charges!
Note: internet use is limited to a certain amount of gigabytes consumed per day.
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OUR CARS
Although a relatively new company, ZVS Rent A Car has reached the status as one of the most reliable car
rental services in all of Cyprus.
Our goal is to be the number one choice for foreign and domestic clients by offering top quality, luxury cars of
different models and makes. All our cars are equipped with the facilities and technologies you need to enjoy
the most luxurious and comfortable drive, without any hitches.
Feel the power of choice at ZVS Rent A Car, where you can go through our luxury fleet of state of the art cars
and choose the one that best suits your desires! Take a look at some of the cars in our fleet and their premium
features:

BMW 520D | 2012
AUTOMATIC – BLACK LEATHER INTERIOR –
DIESEL – 184 HP
The BMW 520D is referred to by car experts as “the
most complete executive car” because of its high end
appearance, and smart and tech-savvy controls. With its
class-leading technology, this is the ideal luxury sports
sedan that will make any car-lover’s dreams come true.
This award winning model is the most impressive blend
of luxury and technology, not to mention extremely
refined driving dynamics. The BMW 5 Series is extremely popular for its sports steering and the perfection of
its performance. While you travel in this car during your Cyprus getaway, a 5 star experience is promised.
ZVS Rent A Car only adds the best, most premium cars to its fleet, and the BMW 520D is one of the superstars
of our superior car line-up. This car’s powerful engine, athletic control and easy handling are what make it
such a pleasure to drive. This means, you’ll be able to get the most out of your Cyprus vacation even from
behind the wheel, as driving the BMW 520D will be part of your leisurely experience!

Magnificent Interior
With a roomy and comfortable interior, you can enjoy spacious seating arrangement on genuine black leather
seats, which give the car a luxury touch like no other. It will be such a joy to spend time inside ZVS Rent A Car’s
BMW 520D that you’ll wish the journey never stops.
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Along with the plush and soft black leather seats, the interior is made up of top-notch quality materials
including genuine leather trimming on the dashboard, and luxurious wood trims with a glossy finish on all
interior compartments.
The interior of our BMW 520D is highly well-maintained, and it looks and feels like the height the luxury and
sophistication. Combined with the ride quality and enjoyable driver engagement, the BMW 5 Series
guarantees an unparalleled blend of extravagance, comfort and handling.
If you rent the BMW 5 Series from ZVS Rent A Car, your vacation travels will be spent in more luxury than you
ever dreamed. The interior is eye-catchingly beautiful and sophisticatedly designed, making this car fit for a
VIP. Experience pleasure and comfort like never before while seated in the spacious, wide-seated passenger
cabin of the BMW 520D. Even when driving across the most exhilarating and challenging landscapes like
mountainous inclines, and high-speed enabling open roads, the coziness and silence of the cabin interior will
make you feel extremely relaxed and peaceful.

Massive Luggage Space
When roaming cross-country on holiday, one of the major worries for travelers is the issue of carrying along
their excessive luggage everywhere with them. The BMW 520D has a huge trunk with enough space for
carrying your entire family’s luggage on the go. With most sports and luxury models, baggage space is the
biggest concern, but if you rent the BMW 520D, you can forget about this concern and enjoy easy access to all
your belongings everywhere across Cyprus.

Dream Drive
The BMW 5 Series is extremely satisfying to drive. From its steering, suspension and brakes to its athletic
handling; each component of the car is finely tuned for delivery of the most smooth and polished ride. As a
driver, you can adjust the handling of the car to match your unique driving style with BMW’s three mode drive
settings. Enjoy the luxury of an executive sports car and the comfort of an auto that feels like it was designed
especially for you.
The robust engine of the BMW 520D is complemented by the rear-wheel drive to give you speed, power and
performance combined into one premium car. This is what makes this car one of the most extravagant luxury
sedans that money can buy.
The automatic gearbox means driving the car is as easy as it gets, so your focus can remain on the stunning
scenery surrounding you as you whizz down the Cyprus roads.
The BMW 520D boasts of 184 hp and runs on diesel, which means you’ll have no trouble driving in the
mountainous slopes and hilly areas of Cyprus. You are also guaranteed one of the highest fuel economies with
the BMW 5 Series’ base four-cylinder engine. You can easily count on 34 mpg on the wide-spaced and smooth
roads of Cyprus.
The car has the finest engine quality which delivers superior-trouble free performance, combined with an
extremely comfortable interior with adjustable seats for maximum satisfaction.
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Top Infotainment Technology
The BMW 520D comes equipped with a high quality entertainment system, a fully functional GPS and Wi-Fi
hotspot, so that you can enjoy entertainment, navigation and internet access on-the-go in your luxurious ride
that’s fit for a VIP.
Our stunning 5 Series BMW sports an up-to-date user-friendly technology and the most advanced yet easy-touse entertainment and information systems. You will also find hi-tech options such as sensitive gesture
controls and a Bowers & Wilkins surround-sound system.
Front-seat passengers can sit back and relax on the extra-cozy seats while they easily operate the car’s
entertainment and navigation systems through the BMW exclusive responsive touch-screen control interface.
The superior navigation system will provide high-quality graphics, specific directions and rapid route
calculation.
The driver of the BMW 520D enjoys the most with buttons on the steering wheel as well as the dash to
operate all functions of the car. You can even use voice commands or the dedicated control knob located
between the seats. You will be impressed with the gesture control system that even recognizes hand motions
for turning up the music volume or rejecting an incoming call.

Guaranteed Safety
ZVS Rent A Car’s BMW 520D is fully-equipped with the latest safety features including BMW’s Active
Protection System. This system will help detect possible collisions and protect passengers inside by
automatically shutting the windows and moon-roof and tightening the seat belt adjustments. The brakes are
immediately activated after any impact to keep the car stationary.
Other highly valuable safety features include a night vision camera for detecting pedestrians, a surround-view
camera, rear and front parking sensors, adaptive cruise control, blind spot monitoring and automatic braking.
Feel like a star on the roads of Cyprus and enjoy the lavishly smooth drive of ZVS Rent a Car’s BMW 520D,
which has high-speed stability and surprisingly remarkable control for such a sizeable car. Rent our BMW 520D
to make your vacation in Cyprus twice as exciting, luxurious, memorable, safe, and most importantly fun!
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BMW 520 GT D | 2012
AUTOMATIC – WHITE LEATHER INTERIOR
– BUSINESS MEDIA – DIESEL – 184 HP
Our Silver BMW 520 GT D is a Gran Turismo
model of BMW, which means it is the perfect mix
of saloon, a coupe and an SUV. This car promises
the versatility of a hatchback, the spacious
interior of a saloon, and the raised driving
position of an SUV, all in one luxurious car.
Cars just don’t get more impressive than the
BMW 5 Series. This large executive saloon is at
the level of luxury sports cars such as the Mercedes E-Class, Audi A6 and Jaguar XF. With this car, you’ll enjoy
the height of luxury and build quality with a uniquely sporty style that BMW is known for. The BMW 520 GT D
is for executives all the way.
The BMW 520 GT is a delight to drive. No matter your speed, the inside of the car will always be hushed and
noiseless. Thanks to the high-grade suspension, the ride is lush yet controlled, and if you fancy taking the car
for a thrilling speedy drive, you will find that this executive saloon can handle all the speed while providing the
most composed and agile driving experience.
Some of the many, many impressive features of the BMW 520 GT features in store for you are original white
leather interior with sports seats, BMW’s top of the line touch entertainment and navigation system, LED
headlights for maximum night visibility, all-round parking sensors and BMW’s three-mode Drive Performance
Control.

Stunning Interior
With an elegant white leather interior, you will enjoy a 5 star experience as you cruise around Cyprus in this
state of the art car. The build quality of the BMW 5 Series is simply exquisite. The leather interior is
extraordinary in its luxury and feel, and the rest of the inside spaces are also built with soft touch, high quality
materials promising the ultimate aura of sophistication.
The BMW 520 GT is a beautifully made car with a modern look. As gorgeous and futuristic as the exterior, the
interior also gives a high-tech revolutionary impression with the most impressive dashboard.
The BMW 520 GT D was designed to deliver optimum convenience, comfort and space required for those who
enjoy long-distance touring, making it the perfect addition to our fleet.

Maximum Comfort
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The BMW 5 series was not only built for luxury, it was built to provide more convenience than the typical highclass car. You will find ample passenger space in the car for a small or medium-sized family to spend their time
on the road in complete comfort. Enjoy plenty of personal space inside the BMW 520 GT with its spacious
seating arrangement which even accommodates exceptionally tall individuals. For long drives, a cramped
seating space can be the biggest inconvenience, resulting in suffocation, car-sickness and general frustration.
You can rest assured that your family will stay comfortable and relaxed for hours’ long drives when your car of
choice is the BMW 520 GT.

Excellent Storage Space
As far as storage goes, you might expect that luxury cars such as this one are short on luggage space, but
you’re in for a surprise. The 5 series has an excellent storage space allocated in the trunk of the car. You won’t
have any problem transporting even large suitcases, so you can travel with all your luggage without
compromising on passenger seating space. Even though the BMW 520 GT is more of a saloon, the boot
opening is wide enough to easily access your luggage with the ultimate ease.
As for your smaller belongings such as keys, wallets, phones, water bottles and portable lunch carriers, there
are plenty of wide-spaced storage trays designed into the interior of the car to hold your belongings safely,
even when you are driving across more thrilling landscapes.

Built for Entertainment
You will find that this high-class car’s dashboard is fitted with the latest technology to provide the complete
infotainment experience you’re required. With WiFi hotspot, satnav, Bluetooth connectivity with voice control
and much more, you can keep in touch with your business and official work throughout your vacation without
fear of missing a call or an email.
Our BMW 5 Series model is set up with the latest generation of the Professional Navigation system, which has
a speedy start-up time, rapid route calculation abilities, and the most realistic graphics of the cities. It will be a
joy to navigate! All the ultramodern infotainment and connectivity features of the BMW 520 GT can be
operated and controlled by its exclusive touchscreen-enabled iDrive setup.

Unparalleled Drive
The BMW 5 series’ unique talents can’t be matched by any other car. While driving this car, you are sure to
enjoy the supreme comfort of ultimate luxury, the impressively indulgent cutting-edge interior design, and the
most exciting and entertaining drive thanks to the car’s rear-wheel-drive dynamism.
What makes this BMW 5 Series model so unique is the array of exciting driver assistance technologies which
are aimed to reduce workload for the driver. Glide through the streets of Cyprus while viewing the aweinspiring scenery on both sides of the road, and you’ll feel like the car is sailing in the air rather than moving on
the road. That is the magic of a BMW’s drive!
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The BMW 5 Series is awarded full marks by crash safety experts, so you can take your family on long
adventures in this car without any safety concerns. Practicality and frugality go hand in hand with luxury and
sophistication here, so you will also enjoy surprising fuel-economy in this deluxe sports car.
The BMW 520 GT D has an automatic transmission to make your travels as smooth and simple as possible.
Combined with horsepower of 184 and a diesel-fuelled drive, you are guaranteed a speedy, smooth and stylish
drive throughout your journey. The 2.0 litre diesel engine will get you hundreds and hundreds of kilometres
before its time for a fuel stop.
Rent the BMW 520 GT D from ZVS Rent a Car today, and enjoy it for the duration of your stay in Cyprus at an
unbelievable price.

BMW X5 D | 2014
AUTOMATIC – WHITE LEATHER INTERIOR –
DIESEL – 258 HP
A stunning black beauty with a completely white
leather interior, the BMW X5 is an emblem of
sophisticated elegance and decadence. This powerful
car will get you to wherever you need to go which
you enjoy the most relaxing and entertaining drive
from inside. Rent a car in Limassol Cyprus for your
Cyprus getaway from ZVS Rent A Car and you will
find it waiting for you when you arrive at the Larnaca
Airport.
Charged by diesel, the X5 D was designed by BMW specifically for those corporate executives and VIPs who
enjoy road trips or have long commutes. As such, it is the perfect car to accompany you for your 5 star
vacation in Cyprus.
The taller seating position in the BMW X5 offers you the best visibility to enjoy the sceneries on your trip, and
the dashboard is pleasing to the eyes as well as to the touch. The latest entertainment and navigation systems
are installed in this car to keep you in touch with the world wherever you are.
This luxurious MPV can deliver you more miles per gallon (mpg) than most cars its size, so while you
experience a deluxe drive, you get to save money on fuel as well. Enjoy the powerful engine with 258
horsepower, and the completely smooth drive of the BMW X5. Plus, its fully automated transmission will leave
your mind free to enjoy the glorious landscapes of Cyprus all around you.
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Lexus RX | 2014
AUTOMATIC – BLACK LEATHER INTERIOR
– H450 HYBRID – PETROL – PANORAMIC
ROOF – 249 HP
The Lexus RX is ranked the number 1 Luxury
Midsize SUV in the United States. Ideally suited
for families, this spacious SUV boasts of the best
fuel efficiency and the most comfortable interior
you can find. If you want a rent an MPV in Cyprus
from ZVS Rent A Car, the Lexus RX is one of the
best options available.
The Lexus RX is an MPV, and these cars are designed to offer plenty of room for accommodation of passengers
along with ample space in the cargo area to carry your luggage. The Lexus RX has a top-quality interior
sporting sophisticated black leather seats to ensure that your trip is luxurious as well as comfortable. If you are
planning to take lots of road trips in Cyprus with your family, we highly recommend that you rent an MPV in
Cyprus from ZVS Rent A Car.
This smooth cruising petrol-fuelled ride is in fact, an H450 Hybrid, giving you the most miles per gallon you can
hope for! The panoramic roof of the Lexus RX makes it the ideal car to drive through the scenic landscapes of
Cyprus, where you can simply push it open to experience the open air and the sunny breeze.
With a fully optimized infotainment system featuring a Mark Levinson audio system, you can experience music
of the highest quality on your Cyprus getaway. The pre-installed GPS navigation system and free WiFi hotspot
offered by ZVS Rent A Car are going to be your tickets to a completely trouble-free and convenient drive
throughout Cyprus.
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Lexus GS | 2014
AUTOMATIC – CREAM LEATHER INTERIOR –
H300 HYBRID – PETROL – 181 HP
This aquamarine beauty resembles the turquoise
colours of the Cyprus beaches, and offers a drive as
smooth and powerful as the ocean waves. If you plan
to rent a car in Limassol Cyprus, we recommend our
stunning blue Lexus GS for the ultimate comfort and
leisure throughout your Cyprus adventures.
The luxurious Lexus GS is a sports sedan known for its
poised and athletic handling, letting you manoeuvre it
through the narrowest corners and the hilliest curves on the road. Feel the power of this luxury sporty rental
car when you drive it around Cyprus in style. Rent a car in Cyprus from ZVS Rent A Car to save yourself from
hassles, save your money, and still get the most luxurious driving experience.
The interior of the car is a gorgeous cream leather to strikingly contrast the exterior and provide you the most
enjoyable and regal experience. Roomy enough to comfortably seat 5, the Lexus GS is a perfect choice for a
medium-sized family or a childless couple, or even just you if you are out in Cyprus for a solo vacation.
The tech features integrated in our Lexus GS are impressive as well, including a Mark Levinson audio system,
12.3 inch infotainment display, and a fully functioned GPS navigation system.
This petrol-charged H300 Hybrid promises huge savings on fuel, whereas the 181 horsepower is a guarantee of
a powerful and reliable drive. You will feel like a celebrity athlete or rock star cruising down the enchanting
Cyprus countryside in this sporty ride.

BMW 325D | 2012
AUTOMATIC – RED LEATHER INTERIOR – MPACKAGE – DIESEL – 245 HP
The BMW 325D is an absolute pleasure to look at
and to drive. This four-seat coupe has the most
classic design coupled with a sleek, upstate
appearance that is sure to make heads turn
wherever you go. If you’re going to rent a car in
Cyprus, you will only find the best rental cars at ZVS
Rent A Car.
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Many consider this diesel-fuelled model a proper sports car due to its feature of delivering effortless power
and a great number of miles per gallon. Users of the BMW 325D rave about what a joy and privilege it is to
drive! Enjoy Cyprus in the most refreshing way by renting a luxury car for your vacation, only from ZVS Rent A
Car.
The interior of our BMW 325D is finished to luxurious perfect complete with red genuine leather seats and top
grade materials. The low slung driving position will give you a sports car feel, while the precise and ultraresponsive steering and excellent body control mean that driving will be a real pleasure. You should have the
most comfortable driving experience on your travels through Cyprus, so rent a car in Limassol Cyprus from us.
Despite being a Coupe, the BMW 325D comes with a sizeable boot to carry your luggage. It is the ideal car for
a honeymooning couple, an individual in town for a solo trip, or a small family. Free WiFi hotspot and GPS
navigation system are present in all rental cars from ZVS Rent A Car to provide you on-the-go connectivity and
convenience.

Nissan X-Trail | 2016
AUTOMATIC – FULL SET CREATIVE LEATHER
INTERIOR – PANORAMIC ROOF – DIESEL –
165 HP
The outdoorsy, sporty Nissan X-Trail is ideal for
travellers who want to embark on long Cyprus
journeys. With a deluxe interior and exterior
appearance, a powerful performance, and
practicality and fuel-efficiency to boot, you can’t go
wrong with this SUV. Rent a car in Cyprus from ZVS
Rent A Car and it will be waiting at the Larnaca
airport for you and be with you from the beginning of your Cyprus getaway till the very end.
The X-Trail is designed to rough it on the roads, and can easily glide through rocky, hilly and bumpy driving
regions with ease, ensuring passengers inside are comfortable and undisturbed. The interior of our X-Trail is
fully fitted with Creative Leather to provide a sleek and sophisticated environment for those that value luxury
and comfort together. You simply can’t get a more luxurious rental car experience in Cyprus anywhere else,
only at ZVS Rent A Car.
The panoramic roof of the car is a major reason to make the X-Trail your choice – stand up and look out
through the sunroof to feel the wind in your hair and experience the true beauty of Cyprus while on the go.
Fuel efficiency is expected from this car which runs on diesel and exudes a powerful engine.
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When it comes to technology, the X-Trail won’t leave you wanting for anything. ZVS Rent A Car makes sure
that an LED screen, Bluetooth connectivity, cruise control, hill-start assist and state of the art GPS navigation
system are all part of this car’s high-tech dashboard. You can also have free baby seats set up in the X-Trail to
ensure that your children are safe and secure during adventurous drives.

Lexus IS | 2013
AUTOMATIC – BLACK COMBINATION
LEATHER INTERIOR – H300 HYBRID –
PETROL – REARVIEW CAMERA – 181 HP
This well-known model of Lexus is a top-quality
executive car for those who relish a stylish drive.
Rent Lexus IS in Limassol Cyprus from ZVS Rent A
Car if you want a Cyprus vacation which you will
remember for a lifetime.
With a muscular and sporty exterior, the Lexus IS
will turn heads as you glide down the roads of Cyprus. The white body of our Lexus is contrasted with its
premium blend of black combination stitched leather to deliver luxury and decadence in addition to an
enjoyable and comfortable drive.
The interior of our Lexus IS is just as attractive to behold, thanks to the distinctly layered appearance of the
dashboard, along with metallic accents and a tech-savvy infotainment system. The modern in-built satnav
system, keyless push-start button, premium audio system with Bluetooth connectivity and 4.2 inch full-color
display are sure to exceed your technological and entertainment expectations. Your Cyprus vacation will be
more fun than you ever imagined if you rent a car in Cyprus from ZVS Rent A Car.
In terms of the drive, the Lexus IS does not disappoint. Being a hybrid with a 181 hp, the car assures that you
don’t need to worry about a thing as you drive across the different kinds of landscapes and latitudes found in
beautiful Cyprus. The rear view camera is ideal for helping you back out of tight spots and reverse with total
ease. Powered by petrol, you will get a decent amount of miles per gallon in the Lexus IS, so fuel economy is
one more feature promised in this compact luxury car.
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Lexus IS | 2014
AUTOMATIC – BLACK LEATHER INTERIOR –
H300 HYBRID – PETROL – 181 HP
Our second Lexus IS from ZVS Rent A Car is a 2014 model
with quite similar specifications and an equally luxurious
feel. The revamped Lexus IS has an even more executive
appearance with a stunningly sleek and powerful body
which will make you feel like a superstar on holiday in
Cyprus. Rent a car in Limassol Cyprus from us and we will
guarantee you the most premium rental cars in town.
The automatic transmission of the IS means hours and
hours of restful, stress-free driving through Cyprus are in store for you. A horsepower of 181 and a petrol-fuelled
engine of the car come together to deliver superior performance with great efficiency and style.
The dynamics of Lexus IS can only be appreciated once you drive the car – the inherent balance and accurate
steering making the drive extremely pleasurable. On the inside, you’ll find a pleasingly spacious seating area
with premium black leather coated seats to add the finishing touch. At ZVS Rent A Car, there is no compromise
on luxury! Rent a car from us for your Cyprus vacation and you will feel the difference.
ZVS Rent A Car makes sure that dashboard of the Lexus IS comes chock-full of all the necessary infotainment
gadgets and technology, so that you are fully connected to the world even in the quaintest villages of Cyprus.
Whether you want to listen to music, watch a movie, or simply take guidance from a proficient navigation
system, you can do all that and more in this deluxe car.
As it is a hybrid, you already know that the Lexus IS will save you money on fuel as it takes you mile after mile
on a single gallon. All in all, this car is the perfect balance between style, comfort and convenience.

Nissan Serena | 2015
AUTOMATIC – BLACK MATERIAL INTERIOR
– 2L PETROL – 150 HP
As far as minivans go, it is tough to beat the
Serena when it comes to style, class, and
performance. This cute MPV is ideal for family
vacations in Cyprus, where all members of the
family can sit back and relax in the ample 7passenger seating space, and enjoy the smooth
drive and the comfortable interior. For a family
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traveling through Cyprus on road, the best car to rent in Limassol Cyprus is an MPV because of its practical and
comfortable nature.
The rear end of the Nissan Serena is designed with an exclusive double backdoor design (Dual Back Door),
which can be opened halfway or as a whole, so that access to the expansive luggage space is as easy and
convenient as can be. Carry all your belongings with you around Cyprus when you rent an MPV from ZVS Rent
A Car.
Serena’s name means “clear, pleasant and tranquil” in Latin, and truly, peace of mind is guaranteed
throughout your Cyprus trip with this car by your side. This MPV is optimally reliable, with excellent external
flexibility and great ease of driving on the Cyprus roads. The interior and exterior styling are pleasing to the
eyes and to the touch, while there is no shortage of tech-savvy facilities inside the Serena, either. ZVS Rent A
Car equips all rental cars with the latest technology and infotainment systems to make your Cyprus vacation
out of this world.
Ease of use is found in every feature of the Serena, which comes with hands-free sliding doors, user-friendly
seat controls, and an exciting dashboard well-stocked with the entertainment and navigation equipment you
need for a modern Cyprus vacation. The best car to rent in Limassol Cyprus for family trips is an MPV, and ZVS
Rent A Car provides the highest quality MPVs in Cyprus. You can start driving your MPV as soon as you come
out of the Larnaca airport.
The Serena has SIX USB ports to accommodate the charging needs of all its passengers and their devices, in
addition to a high-quality screen to enjoy movies music videos and much more on your fun-filled Cyprus
getaway.

Opel Zafira | 2015
AUTOMATIC – BLACK MATERIAL INTERIOR
– 2L DIESEL – 140 HP
The Opel Zafira is an artfully powerful and reliable
car, with the appearance of a sleek and stylish
multi-purpose vehicle (MPV).
If you want to rent an MPV in Limassol Cyprus, the
Opel Zafira is one of the best options. The ‘Flex 7’
seating configuration of the Zafira means that there
are seven roomy seats in the car, all of which slide forward and back individually and also fold. The Zafira is
therefore perfect for large families, giving each family member as much room as possible to fit themselves and
their luggage inside without anyone feeling cramped. This is why we always recommend to families to rent an
MPV in Cyprus for long road trips. We can make the Zafira even more kid-friendly for you by accommodating
multiple baby seats in the car for no extra costs.
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The 2L tank capacity for diesel promises that you’ll travel mile after mile before the tank needs to be refilled.
This MPV is designed to enable large families to travel together in Cyprus with the utmost convenience and
fuel-economy.
But, that’s not all the Zafira has to offer. With a clean and attractive interior including seats covered with a
plush black material, you will enjoy a deluxe and comfortable environment as you drive through the
landscapes of Cyprus in this car. You won’t lack for entertainment or information either, because the built-in
audio and GPS navigation systems will always be on-hand to fulfil your infotainment needs inside the car. Add
to that our free-of-cost WiFi hotspot connectivity, and you just may enjoy the ride in the MPV more than the
destination itself.

BMW X1 | 2012
AUTOMATIC – BLACK MATERIAL INTERIOR – DIESEL
– 184 HP
For the perfect combination of coziness and luxury,
look no further than the stylish BMW X1, a compact
model from BMW’s luxury line of X3 and X5 SUVs.
Although designed for family use, the X1 features a
sporty exterior design with even sportier handling
and drive, making it a fun car to take with you on
your Cyprus getaway.
If you want to rent a car in Limassol Cyprus, we
recommend you that you rent the gorgeous BMW X1, available at ZVS Rent A Car.
With the BMW X1, you get an all-wheel drive, a 2.0 L turbo diesel engine, and of course, the performance and
refinement that are part and parcel of every BMW model. You can bank on a completely smooth and hasslefree user experience, and rest assured that this car is designed to guarantee comfort above all else. Your
Cyprus getaway will be fuelled by fun and enjoyment if you rent a BMW from ZVS Rent A Car.
The car has an impressive composure on rougher terrains, and is remarkably talented at shutting out the
noises of the wind and traffic on the Cyprus roads. The seating compartment of the BMW is as luxurious as
expected, with a plush black material covering on the seats and roomy seating arrangement for a mediumsized family traveling around in Cyprus.
The dashboard of ZVS Rent A Car’s BMW X1 is laid out with many features and tech compartments including a
dual-zone climate control, multiple USB and aux-in sockets, rear parking sensors, a modern GPS navigation
system and Bluetooth connectivity. Rent a car in Limassol Cyprus only from us, if you want the latest features
and the most luxurious rental cars available in Cyprus at the most reasonable rates.
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Mercedes ML | 2012
AUTOMATIC – 2.5 AMG PACKAGE – BLACK
LEATHER INTERIOR – DIESEL – 204 HP
If you are planning to rent a car in Limassol
Cyprus for your family vacation, you were
probably expecting to rent an ordinary minivan
that’s big enough to accommodate your family
members and lots of luggage. What if we told
you that at ZVS Rent A Car, you can rent a
Mercedes MPV at affordable rates for your
Cyprus family getaway?
When traveling for long distances in Cyprus with family, it is best to choose a multipurpose vehicle (MPV) as
your rental car. When you rent an MPV in Limassol Cyprus from ZVS Rent A Car, you can be assured that you
will get only the best quality cars on the market, which not only look beautiful but give high performance and
maximize your comfort and leisure in Cyprus.
That’s right. We have in our extraordinary rental car fleet the 2012 Mercedes-Benz ML that comes with a most
powerful turbo diesel engine with easy handling, all-wheel drive and seven-speed automatic transmission. This
beast of a car is roomy enough to comfortably fit your family as well as all your luggage while offering you the
most luxury that a car can offer. Rent an MPV in Cyprus and the Mercedes ML will be waiting for you at the
Larnaca airport when you land.
Rent a car in Cyprus from ZVS Rent A Car, the only car hire services which provide luxury MPV and convertibles
from Mercedes, BMW and more. Our Mercedes MPV has a stunning, shiny jet black body with matching black
genuine leather interior. This MPV from Mercedes is the essence of style and luxury, combined with
spaciousness, practicality and power to make the ultimate 5 star vehicle for your family travel in Cyprus.

AMG Package
Along with all the standard features that a Mercedes MPV is always decked with, ZVS Rent A Car’s Mercedes
ML MPV has an AMG package giving it additional features to provide you optimum luxury during your Cyprus
travels. The bonus features of the AMG package are AMG Nappa premium leather upholstery, AMG 3-stage
electronic stability control, HID headlights, AMG body kit, AMG quad exhaust, and an AMG-tuned sport
suspension for a sporty drive.
When you rent a Mercedes MPV in Limassol, Cyprus, you are sure to fall in love with the car! It will enhance
your Cyprus vacation with its luxury and convenience. If your travel party has up to 5 or 6 people the best
option for you is to rent an MPV from ZVS Rent A Car, where we can provide you premium high-end cars at
the lowest rental rates.
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Outstanding Interior
This Mercedes MPV is known for its highly stylish and peaceful cabin that keeps all the noise of traffic and
wind outside, leaving you completed calm and relaxed on long road trips in Cyprus. The cabin of the MPV has
sophisticated wood and metal accents, in addition to hand-stitched genuine luxury leather seats which will
keep you comfortable in the car for hours and hours. There’s plenty of legroom so you can sit back and extend
your legs, and the seats are very spacious with elbow room as well.
There’s no shortage of technology and enjoyment inside the Mercedes MPV, which lets you revel in the best
infotainment experience that any car can provide on the go. The MPV comes with eight-speaker audio system,
fully automated GPS navigation system, a large interactive touchscreen, USB ports and Bluetooth connectivity
to sync up your devices and get the most out of the entertainment system. Listen to loud HD music or watch
movies together throughout your Cyprus road trips, and you won’t even notice the distance. The best part?
ZVS Rent A Car provides FREE WiFi in all cars so you can be connected to the internet no matter where you are
in Cyprus for maximum leisure and convenience.
Along with the state of the art entertainment features, ZVS Rent A Car’s Mercedes ML MPV has heated and
cooled cup holders, heated seats and steering wheel, rear view camera and parking sensors, adaptive cruise
control, blind spot and lane keeping assists, and even a parallel parking assist system. Rent a Mercedes MPV in
Limassol, Cyprus and you’ll see how easy and fun driving can be!

Luggage and Safety Facilities
The 5 star safety features of the Mercedes ML MPV have won this car the highest ratings for safety, crash
avoidance and protection. The car can comfortably carry 5 adults or a medium sized family. If you rent an MPV
in Limassol Cyprus from ZVS Rent A Car, you are guaranteed free baby seats for your toddlers, as well as fully
functioning seat belts for safety of all passengers in the car. The Mercedes ML MPV has a smooth drive which
promises a comfortable drive, as any bumps in the road are absorbed by the powerful car.
There’s more than enough luggage space in the back of the cabin to facilitate all your family’s suitcases and
other large belongings with complete ease. Travel around Cyprus with all your possessions on the go so that
you face zero issues along the way.
You will be surprised to learn how fuel-efficient the Mercedes MPV is – far more than other cars in its
category. You can get up to 27 miles per gallon if you rent a Mercedes MPV in Cyprus, which is excellent for
such a big car.
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Mercedes SLK Cabriolet
Imagine the joy and luxury of breathing in the fresh
ocean air, and feeling the coastal winds of Cyprus
as you whizz down the roads. Imagine a full,
unobstructed view of every single sight that Cyprus
has to offer, as you blaze across the streets in a
powerful and stunning convertible.
If you want to make this dreamy vision come true,
then you should go for ZVS Rent A Car’s Mercedes
SLK Cabriolet. With a classy fabric soft top that
easily relapses and disappears, the SLK Cabrio is
the best luxury convertible out there to get the full Cyprus experience by car.
There is no better way to live life on the road to the fullest than with a luxury convertible – and nobody does
convertibles better than Mercedes. Rent a Cabrio in Cyprus for your holiday travels so that you are guaranteed
the most fun, and the most entertainment. Be greeted at the Larnaca airport with this gorgeous Cabrio
convertible which will be yours for the rest of your Cyprus getaway. Feel like a celebrity in Cyprus when you
rent a convertible from ZVS Rent A Car.
The Mercedes SLK Cabrio is an open four-seater convertible that is designed to provide maximum comfort to
the passengers for long-distance drives. The Cabrio is also crafted with only the most high-grade materials to
give this convertible a highly sporty and modern appearance. This is exactly why ZVS Rent A Car has added this
luxury Cabrio to our super-car fleet. You are sure to enjoy a sporty driving experience thanks to its powerful
engines and superior suspension system.

Automatic Soft Top
The beautifully crafted fabric soft top of the Mercedes SLK Cabrio can serve dual purposes on your Cyprus trip
depending on your desires. If you want to keep your convertible car covered, this multi-layered top will
provide complete insulation, noise cancellation and protection from strong winds. But, for those who want to
breathe in the open Cyprus air and enjoy the cool, strong winds, this soft top can be fully retracted in 20
seconds for a full convertible experience.

Best Convertible Features
Unlike most convertibles which can only accommodate up to two passengers, the Mercedes SLK Cabrio allows
up to four adults to sit comfortably inside with plenty of seating space and leg space. All seats have eight-way
power and memory function, along with a heating feature which lets you enjoy this convertible all-year
around with maximum comfort guaranteed. The AIRSCARF neck-level heating feature and AIRCAP automatic
draught-stop system let you keep the convertible soft top down even on the coldest and windiest Cyprus days,
because the car will keep you warm!
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The heat-reflecting leather interior of the Cabrio convertible gives the car the luxury touch which everyone
craves. Rent a convertible in Cyprus from ZVS Rent A Car and you’ll feel like you are on a luxury spa getaway as
you relax inside this stunning car.
ZVS Rent A Car’s Cabrio has nine-speed automatic transmission to give you full control of the convertible while
you drive across Cyprus at both high and low speeds. The car has AMG styling with larger wheels and AMG
leather sports steering wheel.

Top Quality Interior
The interior of the Mercedes SLK Cabriolet will blow your mind. The dashboard is loaded with glossy
aluminium switches and vents. The entire convertible interior is covered in premium leather, or metal. The
cabin even has a clear glass panel set into the folding electric soft-top roof. The sports seats of the Cabrio will
keep you comfortable and relaxed, feeling like you are in the lap of luxury during your outdoors Cyprus
adventures.
Rent a Cabrio in Limassol Cyprus only from ZVS Rent A Car and you will enjoy the latest in-built technology
features in your convertible. You can enjoy movies and videos on the high-definition 5.8-inch coloured
infotainment screen and listen to music on the high quality Harman Kardon audio entertainment system.
Don’t worry about getting lost or confused in Cyprus because the Cabrio has an advanced GPS navigation
system to guide you to wherever you to need to go with excellent graphics and audio directions. ZVS Rent A
Car also guarantees FREE WiFi hotspot feature in all our cars, which means that you can stay connected to the
world even from the remotest areas of Cyprus.
In addition to these amazing features, the Cabrio has standard Bluetooth connectivity for your devices, with
USB ports, and keyless entry/start. Travel without a single worry and enjoy your journey more than the
destination if you rent a convertible in Larnaca Cyprus!

Maximum Convenience
Your luggage will be just as well accommodated as the passengers. The SLK Cabrio has a big boot even after
the roof is dripped, making it very practical and useful for carrying large and heavy suitcases with you on your
long drives.
Fuel economy is another feature you get if you rent a Cabrio in Cyprus. The Mercedes SLK is one convertible
which offers you fuel economy in addition to luxury and comfort. In Cyprus, most of your driving will be on
main arterial roads, which means that you can enjoy up to 41 miles per gallon in this beautiful and practical
convertible. Rent a convertible in Limassol Cyprus only from ZVS Rent A Car for the best deals on savings and
guaranteed lowest rental costs.
Rent a Mercedes Convertible in Limassol Cyprus without worrying that you are compromising on safety. In
addition to front-side and dual front airbags, the Cabrio also comes with head-level and knee-level airbags for
the driver and front passenger seats. The bonus safety features available for the Mercedes Cabrio are blind
spot warning, BAS brake assist, Distronic Plus adaptive cruise control and lane keeping assist. Feel the safety
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and comfort of home on your vacation in Cyprus, knowing that you have the maximum level of protection on
the road.

Mercedes E Class
AUTOMATIC – BLACK LEATHER INTERIOR
– DIESEL – 329 HP
If you want to spend your Cyprus vacation
in the lap of luxury, there’s no better car
to choose than the Mercedes E Class. ZVS
Rent A Car’s Mercedes E Class is the
height of fashion and style, built to look
solid and expensive and designed to
deliver the most enjoyable driving
experience possible.
This refined car is perfect for those who
would rather drive the ultimate luxury car over a sports car. With nine-speed automatic and rear drive, as well
as a semi-autonomous driving mode, our Mercedes E Class is simply a pleasure to drive and a joy to ride in.
This car streams down streets as smoothly as if it were floating on air, ensuring complete peace and quiet in
the interior with noise-cancelling technology. Even big bumps on the road don’t faze this car, which will keep
your travels safe and smooth from beginning to end.
You can drive the Mercedes E Class serenely thanks to its sound handling and body control, while you enjoy
plenty of comforts inside. The relaxed drive will give you the freedom and peace of mind to appreciate the
breath-taking scenery of Cyprus as you travel across the island, and you will drive for hours without feeling
frustrated or tired.
The Mercedes E Class has a powerful appearance which will make heads turn and eyes open wide. The glossy
exterior of the car is the essence of sophistication, elegance and decadence, and the stunning bodywork and
svelte curved design of the Mercedes is always unparalleled.

5 Star Luxury Interior
The interior of the car is just as luxurious. Step inside, and you’ll be welcomed by high quality cabin that is very
spacious and accommodating for a medium-sized family of up to 5 members – even 5 adults! The inside of the
car is designed to feel solid and expensive, and each and every part of the Mercedes E Class interior is polished
and finished to perfection.
The comfort of the car’s interior makes it supremely easy to travel in. Hours will pass like minutes if you rent
ZVS Rent A Car’s Mercedes E Class for your Cyprus adventures. Sit back and relax in the spacious interior of the
car and feel the luxurious touch of the genuine black leather seats which guarantee a 5 star ride.
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Tech-lovers will rejoice at the sight of the elegant and hi-tech dashboard of the Mercedes E Class. There is a
row of toggle switches and buttons for climate control and other ambience-control options, while the
remaining features of the infotainment system can be operated by the Mercedes COMAND rotary wheel
located on the car’s transmission tunnel.
Enjoy the crisp, sharp graphics of the latest navigation system which we have installed in our Mercedes E
Class. There is no fear of getting lost in Cyprus as the state of the art GPS will guide you from road to road until
you reach your destination. The entertainment system of ZVS Rent A Car’s Mercedes E Class is also a one of a
kind Audio 20 infotainment system, and you can enjoy high quality movies, music and much more on your
long drives across Cyprus with the 8.4 inch screen set into the dashboard centre.

Latest Technology
Of course, our Mercedes E Class is equipped with all the standard features you would expect from ZVS Rent A
Car’s luxury cars, including high speed WiFi hotspot with free daily allowance, Bluetooth connectivity, and
voice control.
This is not the only technology that the Mercedes E Class has to offer. Keyless go, advanced driver assistance
systems, self-parking, reversing camera, LED headlights, Mercedes’ Active Brake Assist, cruise control, and
heated seats are just some of the hi-tech features integrated into this state of the art luxury car.
For families with a lot of luggage, our Mercedes E Class is the ideal car to rent in Cyprus. The rear end of the
car can accommodate even huge cases. You can stretch out and sit comfortably in the plush leather-lined
passenger cabin without having to fit your extra luggage in the passenger space, because the trunk is big
enough to fit all the luggage you’ve got!
There is a deep cubby located between the two front seats where you can safely stow away personal
belongings, as well as a large trinket tray beside the multimedia controller for holding wallets, cell phones and
other small personal items. Wireless charging options are available in the Mercedes E Class so you can fill up
your phone’s battery whenever you need to. Along each door are large in-built bins and a large glove box
compartment to safely carry food items, drinks and other snacks on-the-go.

Ultimate Safety
Safety is a guarantee when you rent ZVS Rent A Car’s Mercedes E Class. The car is designed to protect its
passengers in the event of an unforeseen crash, with autonomous emergency braking system, nine airbags,
and sensitized tyre pressure monitors. The Mercedes E Class also has added active brake and evasive steering
assist to help the driver avoid obstacles in the road. Active blind spot assist and lane keeping are some extra
safety features installed in our premium Mercedes E Class to prepare your car for any collision and improve
your and your family’s chances of surviving any impact completely unhurt.
The Mercedes E Class is a home away from home, which promises you one of the most luxurious vacations of
your life. You can rent ZVS Rent A Car’s stunning Mercedes E Class for the duration of your stay in Cyprus and
enjoy it every step of the way.
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CONTACT US
Customer satisfaction is our topmost priority. If you have any queries or requests, or if you would like to know more
about our car rental services, please fill out the following form and we will be in touch with you as soon as possible:
Don’t forget that ZVS Rent A Car provides round-the-clock customer support, every day of the year. You can reach us at
any time with maximum convenience, from anywhere in the world. Simply give us a call at ___ (your number) ____ or
message us on Viber or WhatsApp any time of the day or night at ____ (your number) ____.

